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We ompare the theoretial preditions of the previous artile on the eld dependene of the mag-
neti spetrum in anisotropi two-dimensional and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya layered antiferromagnets
[L. Benfatto and M. B. Silva Neto, ond-mat/0602419℄, with Raman spetrosopy experiments in
Sr2CuO2Cl2 and untwinned La2CuO4 single rystals. We start by disussing the rystal struture
and onstruting the magneti point group for the magnetially ordered phase of the two ompounds,
Sr2CuO2Cl2 and La2CuO4. We nd that the magneti point group in the ordered phase is themmm
orthorhombi group, in both ases. Furthermore, we lassify all the Raman ative one-magnon ex-
itations aording to the irreduible o-representations for the assoiated magneti point group.
We nd that the in-plane (or Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya) mode belongs to the DAg o-representation
while the out-of-plane (XY) mode belongs to the DBg o-representation. We then measure and
fully haraterize the evolution of the one-magnon Raman energies and intensities for low and
moderate magneti elds along the three rystallographi diretions. In the ase of La2CuO4, a
weak-ferromagneti transition is observed for a magneti eld perpendiular to the CuO2 layers.
We demonstrate that from the jump of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya gap at the ritial magneti eld
Hc ≃ 6.6 T one an determine the value of the interlayer oupling J⊥/J ≃ 3.2 × 10
−5
, in good
agreement with previous estimates. We furthermore determine the omponents of the anisotropi
gyromagneti tensor as gas = 2.0, g
b
s = 2.08, and the upper bound g
c
s = 2.65, also in very good agree-
ment with earlier estimates from magneti suseptibility. For the ase of Sr2CuO2Cl2, we ompare
the Raman data obtained in an in-plane magneti eld with previous magnon-gap measurements
done by ESR. Using the very low magnon gap estimated by ESR (∼ 0.05 meV), the data for the
one-magnon Raman energies agree reasonably well with the theoretial preditions for the ase of a
transverse eld (only hardening of the gap). On the other hand, an independent t of the Raman
data provides an estimate for gs ≃ 1.98 and gives a value for the in-plane gap larger than the
one measured by ESR. Finally, beause of the absene of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation in
Sr2CuO2Cl2, no eld-indued modes are observed for magneti elds parallel to the CuO2 layers in
the Raman geometries used, in ontrast to the situation in La2CuO4.
PACS numbers: 74.25.Ha, 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Cr
I. INTRODUCTION
In the preeding artile,
1
we investigated the eld dependene of the magneti spetrum in anisotropi two-
dimensional and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya layered antiferromagnets. The rst ase is relevant to the understanding of
the magneti properties of Sr2CuO2Cl2, whih is a body-entered tetragonal S = 1/2 antiferromagnet
2
with I4/mmm
struture
3
and D4h point group in the paramagneti phase, T > TN . Beause of its tetragonal harater, at the las-
sial level there should be no in-plane anisotropies present in Sr2CuO2Cl2. Furthermore, beause of its body-entered
struture, J⊥ is strongly frustrated.
4
However, suh perfet frustration an be removed by quantum utuations due
to the spin-orbit interation, and indeed a small in-plane anisotropy is present in Sr2CuO2Cl2,
5
determining a spin
easy-axis at low temperatures, and giving rise to a very small in-plane spin gap.
6
For this reason, the magnetism in
Sr2CuO2Cl2 an be fairly well desribed by the following two-dimensional square-lattie spin-Hamiltonian
Hcon =
∑
〈i,j〉
JSbiS
b
j + (J − αa)Sai Saj + (J − αc)Sci Scj . (1)
2In the above expression, Sa,b,ci are the omponents along the rystallographi axes a, b, c (see Fig. 1) of the Cu
++
spin, J is the planar antiferromagneti superexhange, and αa and αc are, respetively, parameters that ontrol the
in-plane and XY anisotropies. It should be emphasized here, one more, that at the lassial level αa = 0 beause
the rystal struture is body entered tetragonal.
7
A nonzero αa an however be eetively obtained one quantum
utuations (mostly from the spin-orbit oupling), whih lift the frustration, are taken into aount by onsidering
the mean eld eet of the neighboring layers.
4
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FIG. 1: Tetragonal magneti unit ell of Sr2CuO2Cl2 for T < TN (only Cu
++
, O
−−
and Cl
−
ions are shown for larity). For
the sake of unifying notations between Sr2CuO2Cl2 and La2CuO4, in what follows we shall use the (abc) oordinate system
above where a ‖ x′, b ‖ y′, and c ‖ z. Sine the rystal struture is tetragonal, we have a = b < c. The Cu++ spins are onned
to the (ab) plane (CuO2 layers) and are oriented along the (110) diretion in the (xyz) oordinate system, or, equivalently,
parallel to the b axis. In the paramagneti phase, the point group is the I4/mmm tetragonal group, but, as we shall disuss
soon, below TN the symmetry is lowered beause of the antiferromagneti ordering of the spins.
Conversely, any realisti model for the magnetism of La2CuO4 that takes into aount the tilting of the oxygen
otahedra should inorporate both a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interation and also the interlayer oupling J⊥ 6= 0.8
In the low-temperature orthorhombi phase of La2CuO4, T < 530 K, the rystal has the Bmab struture with the D2h
point group in the paramagneti phase, T > TN . The full Hamiltonian that inorporates the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
and XY interations allowed by symmetry, as well as the interlayer oupling, reads
H = J⊥
∑
m
Sm · Sm+1 +
∑
m
Hsl[S
m,Dm], (2)
where Sm and Dm represent, respetively, the Cu++ spins and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vetors at a generi lattie
position (i, j) of the mth layer. The sum is over the Hamiltonian for a single layer
Hsl[S,D] = J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj +
∑
〈i,j〉
Dij · (Si × Sj) +
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · ←→Γ ij · Sj , (3)
where Dij and
←→
Γ ij are, respetively, the DM and XY anisotropi interation terms that arise due to the spin-
orbit oupling and diret-exhange in the low-temperature orthorhombi (LTO) phase of La2CuO4 (see Fig. 3 and the
preeding artile for a proper denition of these quantities). It should be noted here that due to the peuliar staggered
pattern of the tilting angle of the oxygen otahedra in neighboring layers, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vetor alternates
in sign from one layer to the other, DmAB,AC = (−1)mDAB,AC . Moreover, sine the unit ell is body entered, the
oupling J⊥ in Eq. (2) onnets the spin at position (0,0,0) to the one at (1/2,0,1/2) in the LTO oordinate system
(see also Fig. 2).
As it has been disussed extensively in the preeeding artile
1
, the DM interation leads to a quite unonventional
response of the system to an external magneti eld. Indeed, due to the DM interation the spins develop small out-
of-plane ferromagneti moments along with the staggered ones harateristi of the AF order, whih in turn ouple
to the external eld leading for example to unusual magneti suseptibility anisotropies, as measured at small elds
in La2CuO4.
9,12,13,14
At larger eld values one an observe a ferromagneti ordering of these moments along the c
axis for magneti elds applied perpendiular to the CuO2 layers,
9,10,11
or to a two-step spin-op of the staggered
moments for an applied in-plane eld
10,11
. This physial piture, whih was disussed in the previous work of Refs.
[8,9,10,11℄, has been onrmed by the alulations reported in Ref. [1℄, where additional results onerning the (H,T )
3phase diagram and Raman response at nite magneti eld have been disussed. This same approah turned out to
be quite suessfull reently in demostrating that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation is behind the appearane of a
eld-indued mode in the one-magnon Raman spetrum in La2CuO4 for longitudinal magneti elds, as a onsequene
of a rotation of the spin-quantization basis whih was rst suggested in Ref. 15, theoretially explained in Ref. 16,
and quite reently observed in neutron diration in Ref. 17. Thus, the purpose of the present paper is to diretly
ompare the one-magnon spetrum measured in both La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2 with the alulations presented in
Ref. [1℄, as far as both the position and intensity of the Raman peak is onerned. As we shall see, the exellent
agreement between the thoery and the experiments allows from one side to establish on rmer grounds the general
piture of the anomalous eet of the DM interation in the La2CuO4 system, and from the other side to estimate
some relevant physial quantities as the spin gyromagneti ratio.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) - Orthorhombi magneti unit ell of La2CuO4 for T < TN (only Cu
++
and O
−−
ions -exept the
apial ones- are shown for larity). We use the (abc) orthorhombi oordinate system, where a 6= b 6= c. The Cu++ ions order
antiferromagnetially parallel to the b orthorhombi axis but are also anted out of eah CuO2 layer, and are thus onned to
the (bc) plane. Observe that the anting pattern is staggered along the c orthorhombi diretion.
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FIG. 3: Left: lled (small) irles represent the Cu
++
ions. The hathed larger irles represent the oxygen O
−−
ions that are
tilted above the CuO2 layer while the open larger irles are O
−−
ions that are tilted below the CuO2 layer, see also Fig. 2.
Right: the staggered pattern of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vetors, represented by open arrows along the Cu-Cu bonds, follows
from the staggered pattern of the tilting of the oxygen otahedra. Small arrow: in-plane projetion of the Cu
++
spins in the
ordered phase.
4II. MAGNETIC GROUP ANALYSIS FOR La2CuO4 AND Sr2CuO2Cl2
Before introduing the experimental setup, a preliminary disussion is needed about the point group of La2CuO4
and Sr2CuO2Cl2 both in the paramagneti and antiferromagneti phases, in order to establish the irreduible o-
representations of the Raman tensors. While the paramagneti ase has been already extensively disussed in the
literature (see for example Ref. 17 and referenes therein), a disussion of the magneti phase is still missing, and we
shall briey review here the basi steps needed to make this analysis.
Let us onsider a rystal with a ertain symmetry group, G, and its set of allowed symmetry group operations in
the paramagneti phase, T > TN . When the system orders antiferromagnetially, T < TN , usually the symmetry is
lowered beause now not all the sites are equivalent, and the orresponding magneti group must be determined.
18
In
general, two situations an our:
(a) Let us all H the restrited unitary subgroup of G ontaining the symmetry operations still allowed below TN .
If H is a subgroup of G of index 2 (i.e. H ontains exatly n/2 elements of G) then all the remaining elements
of G−H an nevertheless be promoted to allowed symmetry operations when ombined with the time-reversal
operation θ, and are thus alled anti-unitary elements. One an then identify, for T < TN , the magneti point
group orresponding to the lassial point group G as
M = H+ θ(G−H). (4)
(b) However, it is possible that below TN the unitary operations still allowed form a subgroupH of index larger than
2 for G, but orresponding to a subgroup of index 2 of a dierent lassial group G (i.e. H ontains r/2 < n/2
elements, where r is the dimension of the group G). In this ase the magneti group is identied by H and the
anti-unitary group θ(G −H), so that
M = H+ θ(G −H). (5)
A. Magneti point group for La2CuO4
The rystal struture of the low temperature orthorhombi phase of La2CuO4 is the Bmab struture in Fig. 2, whih
has as unitary group the D2h point group in the paramagneti phase T > TN . Above the Néel ordering temperature
the allowed symmetry operations of the D2h group are
D2h = 1, 1¯, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2¯a, 2¯b, 2¯c, (6)
where the 8 elements have their usual meanings18: 1= identity; 1¯= inversion through the symmetry enter, whih is
in this ase the entral Cu
++
ion in position 2 of Fig. 2, so that (a, b, c)→ (−a,−b,−c); nz= rotation of 2pi/n around
the z axis; n¯z= inversion through the symmetry enter followed by a 2pi/n rotation around the z axis (note that 2¯z
orresponds also to a reexion with a mirror perpendiular to the z axis).
Although it may seem at rst that neither 2b nor 2c are symmetry operations, in both ases the nal atomi
ongurations an be brought bak to the original one by a translation of half of the diagonal along the (011)
diretion (in the (abc) oordinate system). In this sense, the otahedra in position 1 (front-bottom-left orner) is
brought to position 2 (entral ion) and the one from position 2 is brought to position 3 (bak-top-right orner). Suh
translation is allowed beause there is no way to distinguish the orner and entral Cu
++
ions in the rystal.
Below TN , the Cu
++
ions order antiferromagnetially in the pattern shown in Fig. 2. We an verify that the
remaining allowed unitary symmetry operations are
H = 1, 1¯, 2b, 2¯b,
bearing in mind that a half translation along the (011) diagonal is allowed. We immediately onlude that La2CuO4
belongs to the ase (a) disussed above, where the subgroup of allowed unitary operations is of index 2, see Eq. (4).
We an now onstrut the magneti group of the ordered phase of La2CuO4 by ombining all the G − H unitary
operations that are not allowed below TN with the time reversal operation θ (represented in what follows by an
underline), thus forming anti-unitary operations. The allowed unitary + anti-unitary operations for La2CuO4 below
TN are
M = H+ θ(G−H) = 1, 1¯, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2¯a, 2¯b, 2¯c, (7)
5suh that the magneti point group for La2CuO4 below TN is the
M = mmm
orthorhombi group, whih also has 8 elements. The Raman tensors for suh magneti group are given in terms of
the o-representations (see Craknell
19
)
DAg=

 A iB 0iD E 0
0 0 I

 , DBg=

 0 0 C0 0 iF
G iH 0

 , (8)
where A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H, I are unonstrained real numbers.
B. Magneti point group for Sr2CuO2Cl2
The rystal struture of the high temperature tetragonal (HTT) phase of Sr2CuO2Cl2 is the I4/mmm struture in
Fig. 1, whih has as unitary group the D4h point group in the paramagneti phase T > TN . Above the Néel ordering
temperature the 16 allowed symmetry operations of the D4h group are
18
D4h = 1, 1¯, 2x, 2y, 2z, 2x′ , 2y′ , 2¯x, 2¯y, 2¯z, 2¯x′ , 2¯y′ , ± 4z, ± 4¯z,
where we used the referene system of Fig. 1. As we an see, the tetragonal harater of the unit ell allows for a
4-fold axis, the c-axis, whih is perpendiular to the CuO2 planes (see Fig. 1).
In the antiferromagneti phase the spin easy-axis is along the y′ or (010) diretion in the (abc) oordinate system,
see Fig. 1. Thus, one an easily verify that, below TN , 2x, 2y, and ±4z are no longer symmetry operations, not even
when supplemented by the time reversal operation θ. The only allowed unitary operations in the Néel ordered phase
of Sr2CuO2Cl2 are
H = 1, 1¯, 2y′ , 2¯y′ ,
again bearing in mind that a half translation along the (011) diagonal is allowed. We immediately onlude that
Sr2CuO2Cl2 belongs to the ase (b) disussed above, as in Eq. (5), where the subgroup H of allowed unitary
operations is a subgroup of D4h with index larger than 2, but it is a subgroup of G = D2h (mmm) with index 2.
We an now onstrut the magneti group of the ordered phase of Sr2CuO2Cl2 by ombining all the G − H unitary
operations that are not allowed below TN with the time reversal operation θ, thus forming anti-unitary operations.
The allowed unitary + anti-unitary operations for Sr2CuO2Cl2 below TN are
M = H+ θ(G −H) = 1, 1¯, 2x′ , 2y′ , 2z, 2¯x′ , 2¯y′ , 2¯z, (9)
and thus the magneti group, with only 8 elements, is again the orthorhombi mmm group, just like the ase of
La2CuO4.
20
In fat, when expressed in terms of the (abc) oordinate system of Fig. 1, suh that a ‖ x′, b ‖ y′, and
c ‖ z, Eq. (9) an be written:
M = 1, 1¯, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2¯a, 2¯b, 2¯c,
whih oinides with Eq. (7) above. Thus, to unify the notation we shall use in the following the (abc) oordinate
system for both La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2 while disussing the antiferromagneti phase. Moreover, sine the magneti
group is the same, the Raman tensors are given by Eq. (8) for both systems.
III. INELASTIC LIGHT SCATTERING BY MAGNONS IN La2CuO4 AND Sr2CuO2Cl2
One of the possible mehanisms for the inelasti sattering of light by magneti exitations in rystals is an indiret
eletri-dipole (ED) oupling via the spin-orbit interation.
21
Suh a mehanism has been in fat used to determine the
spetrum of magneti exitations in many dierent ondensed matter systems like uorides, XF2, where X is Mn
2+
,
Fe
2+
, or Co
2+
,
21
inorgani spin-Peirls ompounds, CuGeO3,
22
and the parent ompounds of the high-temperature
superondutors.
15
The Hamiltonian representing the interation of light with magnons an be written quite generally
as
23
HED =
∑
r
ETSχ(r)EI ,
6where ES and EI are the eletri elds of the sattered and inident radiation, respetively (a
T
is the transposed of
the a vetor) and χ(r) is the spin dependent suseptibility tensor. We an expand χ(r) in powers of the spin-operators,
S, as
χαβ(r) = χαβ0 (r) +
∑
µ
KαβµS
µ(r) +
∑
µν
GαβµνS
µ(r)Sν(r) + . . . ,
where µ, ν = x, y, z label the spin omponents. The lowest order term χαβ0 (r) is just the suseptibility in the absene
of any magneti exitation (it orresponds to elasti sattering), and it will be negleted in what follows. The seond
and third terms an give rise to one-magnon exitations beause they an be written as S±(r) and Sz(r)S±(r),
respetively, where here z is the diretion of the spin easy-axis. The intensity of the sattering, as well as the seletion
rules, will be determined by the struture and symmetry properties of the omplex tensors K and G.
The ED Hamiltonian that desribes the k = 0 one-magnon absorption/emission on sublattie A/B an now be
written in terms of the x, y, z omponents of the sublattie magnetization, Mi = (SiA − SiB )/2, as
HED =
∑
i
{
ETSχ
xEI M
x
i +E
T
Sχ
yEI M
y
i
}
, (10)
where the matries χx and χy are both written in terms of the original K and G tensors. Here we made the usual
mean-eld assumption 〈SziA〉 = −〈SziB 〉 = −S and we dropped terms of the type Sx,yiA + S
x,y
iB
sine these do not
ontribute for the k = 0 sattering.
A. Magneti exitations and seletion rules for La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2
It is very important to emphasize here that, dierently from two-magnon Raman sattering, where the Raman
response does not depend on the diretion of the spin easy-axis, the one-magnon Raman response does. Indeed, it
has been shown by Fleury and Loudon
21
that one of the inoming/outgoing omponents of the eletri eld must
always lie in the diretion of the easy axis, and the other one in the perpendiular plane, oriented in the diretion
of the mode that one wants to probe. In the spei ase of La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2 that we are onsidering, the
easy axis is along b. Thus, the only nonvanishing matrix elements for χx ≡ χa, whih orresponds to the in-plane
or a (DM) mode, are those that mix the spin easy-axis, b, with a, while for χy ≡ χc, whih orresponds to the
out-of-plane or c (XY) mode, are those that mix b and c. This information allows us to establish: (i) to whih
magneti-group o-representation the one-magnon modes belong, and (ii) the preise sattering geometries needed to
observe the assoiated one-magnon Raman modes. For example, it tells us that, for either Sr2CuO2Cl2 or La2CuO4,
the out-of-plane mode (also referred to as XY mode
6,15
) belongs to the DBg o-representation of the magneti point
group mmm
χc ≡ χXY =

 0 0 00 0 iF
0 iH 0

 , (11)
with C = G = 0. On the other hand, the in-plane mode (also referred to as DM mode for La2CuO4
15,16
), belongs to
the DAg o-representation of the magneti point group mmm
χa ≡ χDM =

 0 iB 0iD 0 0
0 0 0

 , (12)
with A = E = I = 0. The preise numerial evaluation of the remaining elements B,D, F,H requires a more detailed
mirosopi alulation of the eletri-dipole indued transitions and spin-orbit oupling in seond order perturbation
theory, for eah system, and this is beyond the sope of this artile.
B. One-magnon Raman response
Aording to the eletri-dipole Hamiltonian (10), one-magnon Raman sattering probes the long-wavelength spin
exitations Mi around the staggered spin onguration realized in the antiferromagneti state. These orrespond to
the (k = 0) value of the usual spin-wave dispersions, where k is measured with respet to the Q = (pi, pi) vetor of the
7antiferromagenti ordering. In an isotropi Heisenberg antiferromagnet the spin modes are soft at long wavelength,
ωk ≃ ck, but for anisotropi spin-spin interations a gap appears at k = 0, ωk =
√
ω2a,c + c
2k2, where ωa,c are related
to the anisotropy parameters (αa, αc in Eq. (1), or to D+,Γ in Eq. (3)). Starting from the Hamiltonian (10), the
Raman response an be obtained using Fermi's golden rule and, for Stokes sattering, we have
16
I(ω) = [nB(ω) + 1]
{|Πa|2Aa(0, ω) + |Πc|2Ac(0, ω)} , (13)
where I(ω) is the Raman intensity, nB(ω) = (eβω − 1)−1 is the Bose funtion and Aa,c(0, ω) is the spetral funtion
of the k = 0 transverse a/c omponents of the antiferromagneti (staggered) order parameter. The projetors
Πa,c = E
T
Sχ
a,cEI (14)
are given in terms of the Raman tensors χa,c presented above. The properties of Aa,c have been extensively disussed
in the preeeding paper.
1
In partiular, it has been shown that the spetral funtion Aa,c(0, ω) is peaked at the energy
ωa,c(H) of the magnon gaps in magneti eld, with an intensity Ia,c whih also depends on H . For La2CuO4, ωa
orresponds to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya gap, while for Sr2CuO2Cl2 it orresponds to the in-plane gap, as disussed
in the introdution. For both ompounds, ωc orresponds to the XY anisotropy gap.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Single rystals of La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2
24
were measured in a baksattering geometry with the inoming
photons propagating along the c rystallographi axis. The polarization ongurations are denoted by (EI ,ES) with
EI/S representing the diretion of the inoming/sattered eletri eld. The rystals were mounted in a ontinuous
ow optial ryostat and the Raman spetra were taken using about 5mW power and the wavelength λ = 647.1 nm
from a Kr
+
laser. The measurements in magneti elds were taken with the ryostat inserted in a room temperature
horizontal bore of a superonduting magnet. The orthorhombi axes of the La2CuO4 sample were identied by X-ray
diration. The data from Sr2CuO2Cl2 rystal were taken from a freshly leaved (ab) surfae but in this ase the
in-plane axes diretions were not determined.
FIG. 4: (Color online) One-magnon Raman response for La2CuO4 at T = 10 K in the (RL) irular polarization onguration,
where only the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya gap is Raman ative. In (a) the gap only hardens, in (b) the gap only softens, while in
(c) it rst softens and then hardens above the weak-ferromagneti transition at H ≃ 6.6 T (see disussion in the text).
We rst present the one-magnon Raman response in La2CuO4 for the (RL) polarization onguration. In this
geometry, the eletri-eld of the inident light is irularly polarized rotating lokwise, ERI = (xˆa − ixˆb)/
√
2, while
the eletri-eld of the sattered light is irularly polarized and rotating anti-lokwise, ELS = (xˆa + ixˆb)/
√
2. Here
xˆa and xˆb are unit vetors along the a and b diretions respetively. Aording to our earlier disussion on the
lassiation of the magneti exitations in La2CuO4, the (RL) in-plane polarization onguration is the adequate
Raman geometry in order to observe the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya gap, beause it probes diretly the nonvanishing
element B,D of the χDM matrix (12). The results are presented in Fig. 4. In (a) the magneti eld is applied along
the a axis (transverse eld). We observed a monotoni hardening of the gap with inreasing magneti eld. In (b)
the magneti eld is applied along the b axis (longitudinal eld). We observed a monotoni softening of the gap with
inreasing magneti eld. Finally, in (c) the magneti eld is applied perpendiular to the CuO2 layers (transverse
eld). We observed rst a softening of the gap with inreasing eld, a jump at a eld of approximately 6.6 T, and
nally a hardening with inreasing eld.
8FIG. 5: (Color online) One-magnon Raman response for La2CuO4 at T = 10 K in the (RR) irular polarization onguration
for a magneti eld applied along the orthorhombi b easy-axis, where the eld-indued mode beomes Raman ative (see
disussion in the text). We observed a monotoni hardening of the eld-indued mode with inreasing applied eld.
Next we present the one-magnon Raman response in La2CuO4 for the (RR) polarization onguration. In this
geometry, the eletri-eld of both the inident and sattered light is irularly polarized rotating anti-lokwise,
ERI = E
R
S = (xˆa+ixˆb)/
√
2. Aording to the theory desribed in Ref. 16, the (RR) in-plane polarization onguration
is the adequate Raman geometry in order to observe the eld-indued mode for a magneti eld applied along the
orthorhombi b easy-axis, beause it probes diretly the nonvanishing elements of the rotated χXYθ matrix
χXYθ =

 0 0 00 i(F +H) sin θ cos θ −iH sin2 θ + iF cos2 θ
0 −iF sin2 θ + iH cos2 θ −i(F +H) sin θ cos θ

 , (15)
where θ is the angle of rotation of the spin-quantization basis within the (bc) plane.16 The (RR) polarization ongu-
ration then probes the element i(F +H) sin θ cos θ. The results are presented in Fig. 5 and we observed a monotoni
hardening of the gap with inreasing magneti eld. Only the data points for higher elds are shown in Fig. 5 beause
the intensity of the peak rapidly drops for elds lower than 4 T.
Finally we present the one-magnon Raman response in Sr2CuO2Cl2 also for the (RL) polarization onguration.
The results are presented in Fig. 6. First, we observe that at zero applied eld the Raman spetrum is ontinuously
inreasing up to the lowest aessible frequeny of 2 m
−1
. As a onsequene, we an only establish an upper bound
of 2 m
−1
for the in-plane magnon gap. This very small value is onsistent with the general expetation that the
in-plane gap for Sr2CuO2Cl2 has a purely quantum origin. When the magneti eld is in the plane (main panel)
one observes a hardening of the one-magnon peak, whih allows us to learly identify the magnon gap as the eld
inreases, while no hanges are observed for a magneti eld parallel to c (bottom inset). Observe also (top inset) that
the signal orresponding to the two-magnon ontinuum (whih starts at the edge of approximately twie the magnon
gap) has muh lower intensity with respet to the one-magnon peak.
V. MAGNETIC SPECTRUM IN La2CuO4
A. H parallel to a
For a eld applied parallel to the a orthorhombi axis, we obtain the onventional eld dependene of the magnon
gaps in a transverse eld:
1
the hardening of the mode in the eld diretion, while the seond mode remains unhanged
ωa(H) =
√
m2a + (g
a
sµBH)
2, ωc(H) = mc. (16)
Here we indiate with ma,mc the gaps of the magnon modes at zero eld, ωa(0) = ma and ωc(0) = mc. Moreover,
with respet to the preeding artile,
1
we restored the physial units for the magneti eld, introduing the Bohr
magneton µB = 0.4668 m
−1
T
−1
and the gyromagneti ratio gas for the eld along a. We then obtain for the ωa mode
the relation
ω2a = m
2
a + γaH
2, γa = (g
a
sµB)
2. (17)
9FIG. 6: (Color online) One-magnon Raman response for Sr2CuO2Cl2 at T = 10 K in the (RL) polarization onguration, where
only the in-plane gap is Raman ative. Main gure: hardening of the in-plane gap with inreasing in-plane magneti eld.
Insets: (top) zoomed immage of the main plot, showing the muh weaker intensity of the two-magnons sattering, starting at
approximately twie the magnon gap; (bottom) featureless response for perpendiular magneti eld (the out-of-plane (XY)
mode is not Raman ative in the baksattering geometry used here).
As one an see in Fig. 7, the data for ωa(H ‖ a) follow perfetly the previous equation, with a oeient γFa = 0.93
(m T)
−2
estimated by tting the data with Eq. (17). This value allows us to estimate the gyromagneti ratio as:
gas =
√
γFa /µB = 2.0, (18)
in good agreement with the estimate given usually in the literature.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Comparison between the experimental data and theoretial preditions for the eld dependene of the
DM gap for H ‖ a. The losed irles are the experimental data. The line is the best t obtained using Eq. (17), with γFa = 0.93
(m T)
−2
.
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B. H parallel to c
When the eld is applied along the c diretion one observes a spin-op of the ferromagneti spin omponents along
c, whih are ordered antiferromagnetially in neighboring planes at low eld1,10,11. This weak ferromagneti (WF)
transition has been indeed measured in Ref. [25℄ for the x = 0.01 doped ompound, ouring at a temperature-
dependent ritial eld of about 4 T at T = 50 K. Sine the magnitude of the ferromagneti spin omponents along
c dereases with the temperature proportionally to the AF order parameter σ0, also the ritial eld Hc for the
WF transition dereases with temperature. By properly taking into aount the eet of quantum and thermal
utuations on the order parameter one an determine the Hc(T ) urve reported in Fig. 8,
1
where we also sketh the
spin onguration above and below the transition. However, as it has been disussed in Ref. 1, a rst estimate for
the ritial eld at low temperature and for the eld dependene of the magnon gaps an be obtained by negleting
the renormalization of σ0. Using the notation of Ref. 1, we will deompose the spin at site i in its staggered n
and uniform L omponent, so that Si/S = e
iQ·rini + aL. In the AF ordered state 〈n〉 = σ0, where in general σ0
is orreted both by quantum and thermal orretions. At low temperatures, and negleting quantum utuations
(σ0 = 1), one obtains that the ritial eld is
Hc =
2η
gcsµBD+
, (19)
where η = 2JJ⊥ is the energy sale assoiated to the interlayer oupling J⊥, and D+ is the modulus of the DM vetor,
whih ontrols also the H = 0 value of the DM gap, D+ ≡ ma1. Aording to the analysis of Ref. 1, the magnon
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Phase diagram of the weak-ferromagneti transition and spin onguration for H ‖ c. The arrows with
open tip represent the spins in eah layer, the small ones on the right of the layers the uniform spin omponents. At low
temperature and zero or low eld the uniform omponents of the spins in eah layers are ordered antiferromagnetially in the c
diretion. Above the ritial eld (19) the uniform omponents order ferromagnetially in the c diretion. As the temperature
inreases the uniform omponents derease follwing the derease of the AF spin omponent along b, and as a onsequene also
the ritial eld for the WF transition dereases. The phase diagram has been alulated in Ref. [1℄ (see Fig. 10) by using
parameter values appropriate for La2CuO4.
gaps evolve, below Hc, as
ω2a = m
2
a + 2η −
√
4η2 + (gcsµBHD+)
2
,
ω2c = m
2
c + (g
c
sµBH)
2 + 2η −
√
4η2 + (gcsµBHD+)
2
, H < Hc, (20)
while above the WF transition they are given by
ω2a = m
2
a + |gcsµBHD+|,
ω2c = m
2
c + (g
c
sµBH)
2 + |gcsµBHD+|, H > Hc. (21)
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Using this set of equations we reognize that the parameter η an be determined from the jump of the gap at Hc,
sine
ω2a(H
−
c ) = m
2
a − 2η(
√
2− 1), ω2a(H+c ) = m2a + 2η.
We an then estimate
2η =
ω2a(H
+
c )− ω2a(H−c )√
2
= 143.25 cm−2, (22)
from whih it follows also that
η = 2JJ⊥ ⇒ J⊥/J ∼ 3.2× 10−5, (23)
where we used J = 130 meV. We an then reognize that the eld evolution of the ωa gap above and below the WF
transition is ontrolled by a single parameter γc
ω2a = m
2
a + 2η −
√
4η2 + (γcH)2, H < Hc
ω2a = m
2
a + γcH, H > Hc, (24)
where γc is uniquely determined by 2η, Hc and the gyromagneti ratio of the c diretion g
c
s
γc = g
c
sµBD+ =
2η
Hc
. (25)
As a onsequene, we an extrat gcs both by tting the experimental data with Eqs. (24) and obtaining a value γ
F
c ,
and by using diretly the last two equalities of Eq. (25). In the former ase we obtain γFc = 21.83 m
−2
T
−1
, whih
orresponds to gcs = 2.7. In the latter ase instead we an use the value of 2η obtained from the jump of the gap at
Hc, the value D+ = ma = 17.48 m
−1
, and the measured value Hc ≃ 6.6 T, nding
gcs =
2η
µBHcD+
= 2.65. (26)
Thus, both estimates give a value whih is quite lose to the one ommonly quoted in the literature, gcs = 2.45.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Comparison between the experimental data and the theoretial preditions for the eld dependene
of the DM gap for H ‖ c. The losed irles are the experimental data. Observe that near the WF transition two values of
the gap have been measured (see also panel () of Fig. 4). Indeed, sine the transition is rst order in a nite sample the
transition is observed as a oexistene of the two phases (above and below the transition) for a range of eld values around the
thermodynami ritial eld. The lines are the t using Eqs. (24), with γFc = 21.83 m
−2
T
−1
.
Observe that this value of gcs is only an upper bound beause we did not inlude in the set of Eqs. (24) and in the
denition of the ritial eld (19) the quantum and thermal orretion of the order parameter σ0, whih redue its
12
value with respet to σ0 = 1 used so far. As it has been explained in Ref. 1, when this eet is taken into aount
one must replae D+ by D+/σ0 in Eqs. (20)-(21)
ω2a = m
2
a + 2η −
√
4η2 +
(
gcsµBHD+
σ0
)2
,
ω2c = m
2
c + (g
c
sµBH)
2 + 2η −
√
4η2 +
(
gcsµBHD+
σ0
)2
, H < Hc, (27)
and
ω2a = m
2
a +
(
gcsµBHD+
|σ0|
)
,
ω2c = m
2
c + (g
c
sµBH)
2 +
(
gcsµBHD+
|σ0|
)
, H > Hc. (28)
At the same time the ritial eld is a funtion of σ0 aording to
Hc =
4η
gcsµBD+
σ0
1 + σ20
. (29)
The order parameter σ0 is determined at eah temperature by omputing the eet of transverse spin-wave utuations,
whih depends on the magnon gap aording to a general equation like
σ20(H,T ) = 1− I⊥(ωa(H), ωc(H), T ), (30)
where the preise expression for I⊥ is given in Ref. 1. Note that sine the DM interation introdues an expliit
dependene of the magnon gaps on the order parameter, see Eqs. (27)-(28), Eq. (30) is a self-onsisteny equation for
σ0. As far as the previous estimates of η and g
c
s are onerned, one an see that the solution of the full set of Eqs.
(27)-(28) (29) and (30) an slightly modify the values previously obtained in two respets. First, the jump of the gap
at the ritial eld will depend not only on η but also on σ0. Seond, the analogous of Eq. (26) will be
gcs =
4η
µBHcD+
σ0
1 + σ20
. (31)
Observe that both these orretions will ontribute to a redution of gcs with respet to the previous estimate. However,
sine the experimental determination of σ0 in this sample is not available and the theoretial value depends on the
approximations used to derive Eq. (30), we retain here the estimates given above using σ0 = 1 and we refer the reader
to Ref. 1 for a more detailed disussion of this issue.
We should point out that a somewhat larger estimate for the ritial eld Hc has been extrated reently from the
neutron sattering measurements of Ref. 17, in a La2CuO4 sample with almost the same Néel temperature as the
one onsidered here. Aording to the previous Eq. (29), several fators an aet the ritial eld. Thus, the larger
ritial eld measured in the sample of Ref. 17 an be explained with a larger value of the staggered order parameter
and of the interlayer oupling η, or also with a smaller value of the DM vetor D+. However, one should remember
that the weak-ferromagneti transition for H ‖ c is a rst-order transition aompanied by a hysteresis that an be
large at low temperature (see for example Ref. 25), and hene the experimentally determined ritial eld ould be
aeted by the hysteresis. As a onsequene, further investigation of the parameter values for this sample an shed
more light on this apparent disrepany between the Raman and the neutron sattering measurements.
C. H parallel to b
Finally, let us disuss the ase of H ‖ b, where also the data for the eld-indued mode ωc are available for H ≥ 4
T. Here again the eld dependene of the magnon gaps follows a dierent behavior for small and large eld. As it
has been explained in Ref. 1, due to the DM interation a eld along b generates an eetive staggered eld in the c
diretion, giving rise to a rotation of the staggered order parameter in the bc plane.17 As a onsequene, at low eld
the lassial onguration of the staggered AF order parameter nm in the m-th plane is given by
nm = (0, σb, (−1)mσc). (32)
13
where σb and σc indiate, respetively, the omponents of the order parameter along b and c diretion. Observe that an
osillating staggered σc omponent implies that in the spin deomposition Si/S = e
iQ·rini + Li given above atually
the Sc omponents oming from nc are ordered ferromagnetially in neighboring planes, to allow for the (average)
uniform spin omponents L indued by the DM vetor to align along the applied eld.1
As the eld strenght inreases, the spins perform a two-step spin-op transition:
1,10,11
at H = H
(1)
c the in-plane AF
omponents allign along the a diretion, while at H = H
(2)
c > H
(1)
c the a omponent vanishes and only the staggered
spin omponents in the c diretion are left. In Fig. 10 we shown the (H−T ) phase diagram whih has been evaluated
in Ref. [1℄ by means of a saddle-point approximation for the transverse spin utuations. The temperature TN is the
one where the in-plane spin omponent (along b or a) vanishes, leaving a non-zero σc omponent. Observe that the
jump of TN (H) at H
(1)
c is an artifat of the approximation: indeed, the ritial eld for this transition is ontrolled
by the energy sale where the ωa gap vanishes (see Eq. (34) below), i.e.
gbsµBH
(1)
c = ma = D+, (33)
whih orresponds, in our ase, to H
(1)
c = 18 T. Sine within the saddle-point approximation ma is temperature
independent, at this level one annot reover the temperature variation of H
(1)
c whih would eliminate the anomalous
jump of TN (H) reported in Fig. 10. Sine the maximum eld used in the present experiments is H = 11 T, this spin
op transition is out of the range aessible in our measurements. It is perhaps worth pointing out that in a reent
work the evolution of the magneti signal for H ‖ b has been measured by means of neutron sattering up to elds
of 14 T.
17
By assuming a power-law deay of the intensity of the (100) neutron peak - orresponding to magneti
order along the b diretion - the authors ould estimate for the above ritial eld a slightly higher value of 22 T.
Considering that a theoretial predition of the neutron-peak intensity as a funtion of magneti eld is still laking,
this estimate seems in good agreement with the value (33) given above.
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Phase diagram and evolution of the spin onguration for H ‖ b. For the spin omponents we use the
same notation as in Fig. 8 above. At H < H
(1)
c both the spins and the uniform omponents rotate in the bc plane, so that the
net uniform magnetization in along the b axis. In this region TN (H) is the temperature at whih the in-plane AF omponent
along b vanishes. At H
(1)
c < H < H
(2)
c the AF spin omponents allign along a whih is perpendiular to the plane of the gure,
so that these spin omponents, whih vanish at the temperature TN (H), are represented by the small rosses. At the same
time, the uniform omponents align ferromagnetially in neighboring planes. At H > H
(2)
c only the c omponents survive.
As far as the magnon-gap evolution with magneti eld is onerned, at eld below H
(1)
c it is the usual one for
longitudinal elds
1
ω2a =
m2a +m
2
c
2
+ (gbsµBH)
2 −
√(
m2a −m2c
2
)2
+ 4(gbsµBH)
2
(
m2c +m
2
a
2
)
,
ω2c =
m2a +m
2
c
2
+ (gbsµBH)
2 +
√(
m2a −m2c
2
)2
+ 4(gbsµBH)
2
(
m2c +m
2
a
2
)
. (34)
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At small eld these expressions an be approximated as
ω2a = m
2
a − γaH2, γa = (gbsµB)2∆ma, ∆ma =
[
2
m2c +m
2
a
m2c −m2a
− 1
]
(35)
ω2c = m
2
c + γcH
2, γc = (g
b
sµB)
2∆mc, ∆mc =
[
2
m2c +m
2
a
m2c −m2a
+ 1
]
Using Eq. (34) and the zero-eld value of the a mode we obtain again an exellent agreement with the experimental
points, as one an see in Fig. 11. For the sake of ompleteness we also report in Fig. 11 the approximate expression
(35), whih is indeed valid until the eld Hl ≃ 4 T. From the t of the ωa data using Eqs. (34) we obtain both
mc = ωc(H = 0) and the gyromagneti ratio. The results are
mc = 36 cm
−1, gbs = 2.08, (36)
whih are again in exellent agreement with the values reported in the literature.
In the inset of Fig. 11 we show also the eld dependene of the eld-indued ωc (XY) mode aording to Eq. (34),
using the values (36) extrated from the tting of the ωa mode. As one an see, only the data point at 9 T is out of
the range of the thoeretial urve. The appearene of the eld-indued ωc mode for the in-plane Raman sattering
in the (RR) polarization onguration is now well understood as being a onsequene of a ontinuous rotation of the
magnetization axis when H ‖ b.16
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Comparison between the experimental data and the theoretial preditions for the eld dependene of
the a mode for H ‖ b. The blue solid line is the t done using the rst of Eqs. (34) with gs and mc as tting parameters, giving
gbs = 2.08 and mc = 36 m
−1
. The green dashed line is the approximated expression (35) evaluated with the same parameters
values, and it is only valid at low eld. Inset: eld dependene of the c mode observed at elds larger than 4 T. The solid line
is the urve orresponding to the seond of Eqs. (34).
D. Peak intensity as a funtion of magneti eld
A omplete mirosopi theory of the Raman sattering whih allows one to ompute the exat shape and the
absolute intensity of the Raman peaks is out of the sope of the present paper. Nonetheless, when data taken at
dierent magneti elds are ompared, one ould expet that the main dependene of the relative peak intensity
measured by Raman an be at least qualitatively desribed by the theory developed in Ref. 1. Indeed, the spetral
funtion Aa,c ontains itself an intrinsi dependene of the peak intensity on the magneti eld, whih enters in the
Raman response trough the relation (13). Thus, we an evaluate Eq. (13) using the theoretial predition for Aa,c and
ompare it with the experimental data. As we shall see, even though our analysis does not inlude the spin damping
proesses, the overall agreement between the theoretial preditions and the experimental data is fairly good.
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As it has been disussed in Ref. 1, the spetral funtion of eah mode is dened from the Green's funtion for the
orresponding utuations. In the absene of magneti eld the Green's funtion for the transverse mode is a diagonal
matrix
Gˆ−1 =
1
gc
(
ω2n + ε
2
a(k) 0
0 ω2n + ε
2
c(k)
)
, (37)
where the magnon gap is by denition ωa,c = εa,c(k = 0). In this ase the Green's funtion matrix is also diagonal
and we simply obtain
Aa(ω > 0) = − 1
pi
ImGa(iωn → ω + i0+) = 1
2ωa
δ(ω − ωa), (38)
and analogously for Ac. Thus, from Eq. (38) we an dedue that the peak intensity Ia evolves as 1/ωa, i.e. it is larger
for smaller gap values.
When a magneti eld is applied, two dierent ases must be onsidered: (i) if the matrix Gˆ is still diagonal the
struture (38) of the spetral funtion is preserved, and both the peak position and its intensity evolve as ωa,c(H),
and Ia = 1/ωa,c(H), respetively; (ii) if o-diagonal terms proportional to the magneti eld appear in Eq. (37) the
Green's funtion of the transverse utuations has a non-diagonal struture whih leads to the appearane of several
magnon gaps in the response of eah single mode. For example, in the ase of longitudinal eld one has for the spetral
funtion of the a mode a struture like1
Aa(ω > 0) =
[
Za
2ωa
δ(ω − ωa) + Zc
2ωc
δ(ω − ωc)
]
. (39)
However, one nds in general that Za/ωa ≫ Zc/ωc, so that essentially a single peak at the ωa energy is observed in
the measurements, but the spetral weight of this peak is Ia = Za/ωa and not just 1/ωa as in Eq. (38). Indeed, the
fator Za in Eq. (39) leads in general to an additional eld dependene of the intensity on the magneti eld.
For an ordinary easy-axis AF Eq. (38) is valid when a transverse eld is applied, so that an hardening of the gap in
the eld diretion should be also aompanied by a softening of the peak intensity. For a longitudinal eld one nds
instead the spetral funtion (39) given above. Aording to the alulations of Ref. 1, Za is given by
Za =
−ω2a +m2c −H2
ω2c − ω2a
, (40)
and it is a dereasing funtion of the magneti eld. As a onsequene, the overall fator Za/ωa in Eq. (39) is
inreasing muh more slowly than the ∼ 1/ωa behavior that one ould expet for a transverse gap, as it is shown in
Fig. 12. Here, aording to Eq. (13), we inluded also the bose fator [nB(ω) + 1], whose ontribution to the overall
dependene of the peak intensity is however very small.
In the ase of H ‖ c in an ordinary easy-axis AF one would expet the peak for the a to be unhanged, as indeed
observed in Sr2CuO2Cl2. However, for La2CuO4 the presene of the DM interation does modify both the peak
position and its intensity as a funtion of magneti eld. Below the ritial eld for the spin-op transition the
spetral funtion of the a mode is1
Aa(ω > 0) ≈ Za
ωa
δ(ω − ωa), (41)
where
Za =
2η +
√
4η2 + (HD+/σ0)2
2
√
4η2 + (HD+/σ0)2
. (42)
One again, while the 1/ωa(H) inreases with magneti eld the Za fator dereases, giving rise to an almost onstant
spetral weight below the spin-op transition, see Fig. 13. Here we used the η value extrated from the t with σ0 = 1.
Above the spin-op transition the matrix of the transverse utuations is again diagonal and the standard Ia = 1/ωa
spetral weight is expeted, with the ωa(H) dependene given by Eq. (28).
VI. MAGNETIC SPECTRUM IN Sr2CuO2Cl2
The ase of Sr2CuO2Cl2 is rather simple. This system is very well desribed by the Hamiltonian (1) with a large
XY anisotropy αc ∼ 10−4J . Sine the system is tetragonal, one does not have in priniple any intrinsi in-plane
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Field dependene of the normalized intensity Ia(H)/Ia of the a peak for a longitudinal eld. We
estimated the relative error on the measured peak intensity around 20 %. Solid line: eld dependene of the peak intensity
aording to Eqs. (39) and (40). Observe that by negleting the ontribution of the Za fator from Eq. (40) one would obtain
Ia = 1/ωa, orresponding to the dashed line, whih shows an inreasing of the relative intensity not observed in the experiments.
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Field dependene of the intensity of the a peak for a transverse eld in the c diretion. Observe that
the spin-op WF transition is rst order, so that by inreasing the magneti eld one rst aess a rossover regime where the
Raman intensity is split between the two peaks orresponding to the equilibrium gap values at H < Hc and H > Hc. Thus,
only the data at H > 7 T should be ompared with the dashed urve, orresponding to the state above the spin op.
anisotropy, i.e. one would expet αa = 0 in this ase. Nonetheless, it has been suggested in Ref. 5 that a very
small in-plane gap an still exist as due to purely quantum eets. Reent ESR measurements seem to onrm this
predition and give an estimate of the in-plane gap as ma = 0.048 ∼ 0.05 meV.6 As we an see from Fig. 6 there
might be a peak at low energies (below 2 m
−1
for H = 0 T), whih an well orrespond to the same in-plane gap as
observed by ESR. As far as the eld dependene of the gaps is onerned, the results obtained in the Se. III-IV of
the preeding artile for a onventional easy-axis AF still apply.
1
Moreover, sine no orthormonbi distortion exists in
Sr2CuO2Cl2, no DM interation is present, and no eets due to staggered elds will show up in the eld dependene
of the magnon gaps.
In Fig. 14 we ompare the extrated dispersion of the in-plane gap in Sr2CuO2Cl2 for an applied magneti eld
parallel to the CuO2 layers, with the preditions for a transverse magneti eld from the theory presented in the
17
preeding artile
1
ωa(H) =
√
m2a + (gsµBH)
2. (43)
As we an see, by using the value of the gap given by the ESR measurements, ma = 0.048 ∼ 0.05 meV,6 and gs = 2.05
the agreement is already quite good. On the other hand, we an use the Raman data alone to give an independent
estimate of both ma and gs, in the same spirit of the previous Setions. This is shown in Fig. 14, and the best t is for
gs = 1.98 and ma = 1.96 m
−1
(ma = 0.24 meV). Observe that this estimate of ma is larger than the one measured
by ESR, but it is still onsistent with the fat that at H = 0 no gap was observed in the Raman spetra at frequeny
larger than 2 m
−1
, whih is the lower bound of the aessible frequeny range as shown in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 14: (Color online) Field dependene of the in-plane spin-wave gap measured by Raman in Sr2CuO2Cl2. Solid line: eld
dependene of the a gap obtained using the valuema = 0.4 m
−1
and gs = 2.05 measured by ESR and the theoretial predition
for a transverse eld. Dashed line: best t on the data point using Eq. (43) with ma and gs as tting parameters.
Finally, we should emphasize that no eld-indued modes were observed in Sr2CuO2Cl2 neither for perpendiular
nor in-plane magneti elds. This results from the absene of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation in Sr2CuO2Cl2.
In fat, it is exatly the DM interation in La2CuO4 that auses the rotation of the spin-quantization basis and
modies the Raman seletion rules allowing for the appearane of a eld-indued mode when the eld is along the
easy axis.
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Moreover, the DM interation is responsible for the in-plane gap evolution for a eld along c, whih is
instead unexpeted in a onventional easy-axis antiferromagnet.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured, disussed, and ompared the one-magnon Raman spetrum of Sr2CuO2Cl2 and La2CuO4. We
have seen that, for the ase of Sr2CuO2Cl2, whih is a onventional easy-axis antiferromagnet, there is an in-plane
magnon mode at very low energies in the DAg hannel that is aessible in the (RL) polarization onguration. No
out-of-plane nor eld-indued modes were observed in the geometries used, in agreement with the general expetation
for a onventional easy-axis antiferromagnet. For the ase of La2CuO4, the magneti eld evolution of the in-plane gap
measured in the (RL) polarization onguration is made rather nontrivial due to the presene of the DM interation.
When the eld is along c the DM gap rst softens, jumps disontinuously at the ritial eld for the WF transition and
then hardens. At the same time, when a longitudinal eld is applied the a mode softens and the (eld-indued) c mode
appears in the (RR) polarization, as a onsequene of a rotation of the spin quantization basis.16. The magneti-eld
dependene of the one-magnon Raman energies were found to agree remarkably well with the theoretial preditions
of part I of this work,
1
allowing us to extrat from the Raman spetra the values of the various omponents of the
gyromagneti tensor and of the interlayer oupling. Moreover the analysis of the eld-evolution of the Raman-peak
intensity, whih also shows a general good agreement with the experiments, demonstrated that the long-wavelength
analysis of Ref. 1 ontains new useful informations with respet to the standard spin-wave alulations of the magnon
gaps existing in the literature.
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